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Abstract. Networks are largely used for modelling and analysing data
and relations among them. Recently, it has been shown that the use of
a single network may not be the optimal choice, since a single network
may misses some aspects. Consequently, it has been proposed to use a
pair of networks to better model all the aspects, and the main approach
is referred to as dual networks (DNs). DNs are two related graphs (one
weighted, the other unweighted) that share the same set of vertices and
two different edge sets. In DNs is often interesting to extract common
subgraphs among the two networks that are maximally dense in the con-
ceptual network and connected in the physical one. The simplest instance
of this problem is finding a common densest connected subgraph (DCS),
while we here focus on the detection of the Top-k Densest Connected
subgraphs, i.e. a set k subgraphs having the largest density in the con-
ceptual network which are also connected in the physical network. We
formalise the problem and then we propose a heuristic to find a solu-
tion, since the problem is computationally hard. A set of experiments on
synthetic and real networks is also presented to support our approach.
Keywords: Network analysis, Heuristics, Dual networks, Dense sub-
graphs
1 Introduction
Networks are largely used to represent and analyse data and relations among
them in many fields [4]. For instance, in biology and medicine networks are used
to model relationships among macromolecules in a cell (e.g. nucleic acids, pro-
teins and genes). Similarly, in social network analysis, graphs are used to model
associations among users and the analysis may reveal association patterns or
communities of similar users [24]. Classically, a single network has been used to
model data and to extract relevant knowledge by looking at topological parame-
ters, i.e. community-related structures [3] such as groups of related genes or the
presence of related users [21]. More recently, it has been shown that the use of a
single network may not be able to capture efficiently all the relationships among
modelled entities, therefore some complex models have been introduced such as
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heterogenous networks [22] or dual networks [26]. In particular dual networks
are two related graphs sharing the same vertex set and two different edge sets.
One network has unweighted edges, and it is called physical graph. The second
one has weighted edges and it is called conceptual graph. Dual networks have
been used in other works to model interactions among genetic variants [23].
Fig. 1. Workflow of the proposed approach. In the first step the input conceptual
and physical networks are merged together using a network alignment approach; then
Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS are extracted from the alignment graph. Each ex-
tracted subgraph induces a connected subgraph in the physical network and one of the
top-k overlapping weighted densest subgraph in the conceptual one.
In dual networks, finding a Densest Connected Subgraph (DCS) may reveal
hidden and relevant knowledge that cannot captured by using a single graph.
Formally, given two input graphs Gp(V,Ep) (undirected and edge-weighted), and
Gc(V,Ec) (undirected and unweighted), the problem consists in finding a subset
of nodes Is that induces a densest community in Gc and a connected subgraph
in Gp. As proved in [26] the DCS problem is NP-hard in its general formulation
[17], therefore there is the need for introducing novel heuristics and approaches
able to solve it.
Recently, researchers focused on the search of a set of densest subgraphs
that may better capture the presence of communities in real networks [2,10].
Many classical problems looks for a single dense subgraph, while in [10,9] the
problem has been extended to a set of k, with k ≥ 1, densest subgraphs. Such
overlapping subgraphs may represent relevant communities sharing some nodes,
such as hubs. We here explore the problem of finding top-k weighted overlapping
densest connected subgraphs in dual networks. While finding such graphs in a
single network has been resolved by ad-hoc heuristics [20], the variant of the
problem in dual networks is still a challenging problem. Therefore, we model the
problem as a variant of the local network alignment problem and we propose a
novel algorithm to solve it. The approach is based on a two step strategy: first
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a single alignment graph is built from the dual networks [13,22], then we mine
such graph with an ad-hoc heuristic.
The extracted subgraphs on the alignment graph induce dense subgraphs on
the conceptual networks and connected subgraphs in the physical one, therefore
they are solutions of the initial problem. Figure 1 depicts the workflow of our
approach.
With respect to the existing approaches for the DCS problem, our approach
is conceptually different and it enables more flexibility. For instance, Wu et al
[26] do not consider overlapping subgraphs and their approach is limited to the
exact correspondence of nodes between networks, while our approach may also
find other kind of communities (e.g. by using a different algorithm for mining
alignment graph). On the other hand, with respect to other approaches for find-
ing densest subgraphs in a network [2,10,9,12], we consider weighted networks,
an extension that can be useful in many contexts, in particular for biological
networks.
We provide an implementation of our heuristic and we show the effectiveness
of our approach on synthetic datasets and through three case studies on social
networks data, on biological networks and on a co-authorship networks. The
experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our approach.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses main related works
and Section 3 gives definitions related to our problem and formally introduces
the problem we are interested into. Section 4 presents our heuristic; Section 5
discusses the case studies; finally Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Many real life contexts cannot be efficiently modelled using a single network
without losses of information, therefore the use of dual networks is growing [26].
The problem of finding communities in a network or a dual network is based
on the specific model of dense or cohesive graph considered. Several models of
cohesive subgraph have been considered in literature and applied in different
contexts. One of the first definition of cohesive subgraph is a fully connected
subgraph, i.e. a clique. However, the determination of a maximal clique, also re-
ferred to as the Maximum Clique problem, is NP-Hard [15], and it is difficult to
approximate [28]. Moreover, real networks sometimes miss some edges, therefore
the clique model is often too strict and may fail to find some important informa-
tion. Consequently, many alternative definitions of cohesive subgraphs that are
not fully interconnected have been introduced, including densest subgraph [19].
A densest subgraph is a subgraph with maximum density (ratio between num-
ber of edges and number of nodes of the subgraph) and the Densest-Subgraph
problem asks for a subgraph of maximum density in a given graph. The prob-
lem can be solved in polynomial time [11,18] and approximated within factor 12
[1,6]. Notice that the Densest-Subgraph problem can be extended also to edge-
weighted networks.
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Recently, Wu et al. [26] , proposed an algorithm for finding a densest con-
nected subgraph in a dual network. The approach is based on a two-step strategy.
In the first step the algorithm prunes the dual network without eliminating the
optimal solution. In the second step two greedy approaches are developed to
build a search strategy for finding a densest connected subgraph. Briefly, the
first approach finds a densest subgraph in the conceptual network first, and then
it is refined to guarantee that it is connected in the physical network. The sec-
ond approach maintain the subgraph connected in the physical network while
deleting low-degree nodes in the conceptual network.
While the literature of network mining has mainly focused on the problem of
finding a single subgraph, recently the interest in finding more than a subgraph
has emerged [2,10,9,16]. The proposed approaches usually allows overlapping
between the computed dense subgraphs. Indeed, there can be nodes that are
shared between interesting dense subgraphs, for example hubs. The proposed
approaches differ on the way overlapping is handled. The problem defined in [2]
controls the overlap by limiting the Jaccard coefficient between each pair of
subgraphs of the solution. The Top-k-Overlapping problem introduced in [10]
includes a distance function into the objective function. In this paper, we follow
this last approach and we extend it to weighted networks.
3 Definitions
In this section we define the main concepts related to our problem starting with
the definition of dual network.
Definition 1. Dual Network.
A dual network DN G(V,Eφ, Econ) is a pair of networks: a conceptual weighted
network Gcon(V,Econ) and a physical unweighted one Gφ(V,Eφ).
Now, we introduce the definition of density.
Definition 2. Density.
Given a weighted graph G(V,E,weight), let v ∈ V be a node of G, and
vol(v) =
∑
w:(v,w)∈E
weight(v, w)
be the sum of the weights of the edges. The density of weighted graph is defined
as ρ(G) =
∑
v∈V vol(v)
|V | .
Given a graph (weighted or unweighted) G with a set V of nodes and a subset
Z ⊆ V , we denote by G[Z] the subgraph of G induced by Z. Given E′ ⊆ E, we
denote by weight(E′) the sum of weights of edges in E′.
Given a dual network we may consider the subgraphs Gp[I] and Gc[I] induced
in the two networks by the same node set I ⊆ V . A densest common subgraph
DCS is a subset of nodes I such that the density of the induced conceptual
network is maximised and the induced physical network is connected, formally
defined in the following.
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Definition 3. Densest Common Subgraph.
Given a dual network G(V,Ec, Ep), a densest connected subgraph in G(V,Ec, Ep)
is a subset of nodes I ⊆ V such that Gp[I] is connected and the density of Gc[I]
is maximised.
In this paper, we are interested in finding k ≥ 1 densest connected subgraphs.
However, to avoid taking the same copy of a subgraph or subgraphs that are very
similar, we consider the following distance functions introduced in [10].
Definition 4. Let G(V,Ec, Ep) be a dual network and let G[A], G[B], with
A,B ⊆ V , be two induced subgraphs of G. The distance between G[A] and G[B],
denoted by d : 2V × 2V → R+ has value equal 2− |A∩B|
2
|A||B| if A 6= B, else is equal
to 0.
Now, we are able to introduce the problem we are interested into.
Problem 1. Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS
Input: A dual network G(V,Ec, Ep), a parameter λ > 0.
Output: a set X = {G[X1], . . . , G[Xk]} of k connected subgraphs of G, with
k ≥ 1, such that the following objective function is maximised:
k∑
i=1
ρ(Gc[Xi]) + λ
k−1∑
i=1
k∑
j=i+1
d(G[Xi], G[Xj ])
Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS, for k ≥ 3, is NP-Hard, as it is NP-Hard
already on an unweighted graphs [9]. Notice that for k = 1, then Weighted-Top-
k-Overlapping DCS is exactly the problem of finding a single weighted densest
connected subgraph, hence it can be solved in polynomial time.
3.1 Greedy Algorithms for DCS
One of the ingredient of our method is a variant of a greedy algorithm for DCS.
This latter algorithm, denoted by Greedy, is an approximation algorithm for
computing a connected densest subgraph of a given graph. Given a weighted
graph G, Greedy [1,6] iteratively removes from G a vertex v having lowest vol(v)
and stops when all the vertices of the graph have been removed. At each iteration
i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, Greedy computes a subgraph Gi and returns a densest of
subgraphs G1, . . . , G|V |. The algorithm has a time complexity O(|E|+|V | log |V |)
on a weighted graph and achieves an approximation factor of 12 [1,6].
We introduce here a variant of the Greedy algorithm, called V-Greedy. Given
an input weighted graph G, similar to Greedy, V-Greedy iteratively removes a
vertex v having lowest vol(v) and at each iteration i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, computes
a subgraph Gi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |. Then, among subgraphs G1, . . . , G|V |, V-Greedy
returns a subgraph Gi that maximises the value ρ(Gi) + 2(
ρ(Gi)
|Vi| ).
Essentially, we add a correction factor 2(ρ(Gi)|Vi| ) to the density to avoid that
the returned subgraph consists of almost disjoint dense subgraphs. For example,
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consider a graph with two equal size cliques K1 and K2 having the same (large)
weighted density and a single edge of large weight connecting them. Then the
union of K1 and K2 is denser than both K1 and K2, hence Greedy returns the
union of K1 and K2 and this may prevent us to find K1, K2 as a solution of
Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS. V-Greedy, when the density of K1 and K2 is
close enough to the density of their union, will return instead one of K1, K2.
4 The Proposed Algorithm
In this section we present the proposed heuristic approach for Weighted-Top-k-
Overlapping DCS in dual networks. The approach is based on two main steps: (i)
First, the input networks are integrated into a single weighted alignment graph
preserving the connectivity properties of the physical networks; (ii) Second, the
obtained alignment graph is mined by using an ad-hoc heuristic for Weighted-
Top-k-Overlapping DCS.
4.1 Building of the Alignment Graph
In the first step the algorithm receives as input a weighted graph G1(V,E1),
and an unweighted graph G2(V,E2), an initial set of node pairs between input
networks (seed nodes) representing corresponding nodes, a distance threshold δ
that represents the maximum threshold of distance that two nodes may have
in the physical network (the parameter is optional and it is used to prune the
possible solutions).
Starting from these input data, the algorithm starts by building the nodes
of the alignment graph. Each node of the input graph represents a pair of cor-
responding nodes of the input ones following the seed nodes. Then it adds the
edges among nodes. The algorithm adds an edge connecting two nodes whenever
the corresponding nodes are connected in both input networks. If the nodes are
adjacent in both networks, then the edge connecting them will have the same
weight of the corresponding nodes in the conceptual network. Conversely, if the
nodes are adjacent in the physical network and they have a distance lower than
δ (an user defined threshold of distance), then the weight of the edge will be the
average of the weights of the path linking the considered nodes.
4.2 A Heuristic for Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS
In this section, we present our heuristic for Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS,
called Iterative Weighted Dense Subgraphs (IWDS). IWDS is based on V-Greedy
(see Section 3.1), applied iteratively to compute k subgraphs.
The heuristic starts with X = ∅ and consists of k iterations. At each iteration
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, given a set X = {G[X1], ..., G[Xi−1]} of subgraphs, IWDS computes
a subgraph G[Xi] and adds it to X .
The first iteration of IWDS applies the V-Greedy algorithm on the dual net-
work G and computes G[X1]. In iteration i, with 2 ≤ i ≤ k, IWDS applies one of
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the two following cases, depending on a parameter f , 0 < f ≤ 1, and on the size
of the set Ci−1 =
⋃i−1
j=1Xj (the set of nodes covered by the subgraphs in X ).
Case 1. If |Ci−1| ≤ f |V | (at most f |V | nodes of G are covered), IWDS applies the
V-Greedy algorithm on a graph obtained by retaining α nodes (α is a parameter)
of Ci−1 having highest weighted degree in G and removing the other nodes of
Ci−1. G[Xi] is a weighted connected dense subgraph, distinct from those in X ,
in the resulting graph.
Case 2. If |Ci−1| > f |V | (more than f |V | nodes of G are covered), IWDS applies
the V-Greedy algorithm on a graph obtained by removing (1 − α) nodes (recall
that α is a parameter of IWDS) of Ci−1 having lowest weighted degree in G.
IWDS computes G[Xi] as a weighted connected dense subgraph, distinct from
those in X , in the resulting graph.
Complexity Evaluation. We denote by n (by m, respectively) the number of
nodes (of edges, respectively) of the dual network. The first step requires the
analysis of both graphs and the building of the novel alignment graph. The con-
struction of the alignment graph requires O(n2)(calculation − edge − weights)
time. The calculation of edge weights requires the calculation of the shortest
paths among all the node pairs in the physical graph using the Chan implementation[5],
therefore it requires O(nmp) (mp is the number of edges of the physical graph).
As for Step 2, IWDS makes k iterations. Each iteration applies V-Greedy on
G and requires O(mn log n) time [7]. Iteration i, with 2 ≤ i ≤ k, computes
the set of covered nodes to retain or remove, which requires O(n log n) time by
sorting the nodes in Cj−1 based on their weighted degree. Thus the overall time
complexity of IWDS is O(kmn log n).
5 Experiments
In this section, we provide an experimental evaluation of our heuristic IWDS
on synthetic and real networks1. The design of a strong evaluation scheme for
our algorithm is not simple since we have to face two main problems: (1) Ex-
isting methods for computing the top-k overlapping subgraphs are defined for
unweighted graphs and cannot be used on dual networks; (2) Existing network
alignment algorithms do not aim to extract densest subgraphs.
Consequently, we cannot easily compare our approach with the existing state
of the art methods, and we design an ad-hoc procedure for the evaluation based
on the following steps. First, we demonstrate on synthetic networks that our
approach can find densest known subgraphs. In this way, we show that IWDS
can correctly recover top-k weighted densest subgraphs. Then we applied our
method to some real-world dual networks.
1 The source code and data used in our experiments are available at https://github.
com/mehdihosseinzadeh/-k-overlapping-densest-connected-subgraphs
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The alignment algorithm is implemented in Python 3.7 using the NetworkX
package for managing networks [14]. We implemented IWDS in MATLAB R2020a
and we perform the experiments on MacBook-Pro (OS version 10.15.3) with
processor 2.9 GHzIntel Core i5 and 8GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 of RAM, Intel Iris
Graphics 550 1536 MB. We consider the value of parameter α equal to range
from 0.05 to 0.25.
5.1 Synthetic Networks
In the first part of our experimental evaluation, we analyse the performance of
IWDS to find planted ground-truth subgraphs on synthetic datasets.
Datasets. We generate a synthetic dataset consisting of k = 5 planted dense
subgraphs (cliques or graphs close to cliques). A planted dense subgraph con-
tains five disjoint cliques of 30 nodes each, whose edges have weights randomly
generated in the interval [0.8, 1]. These cliques are then connected to a back-
ground subgraph of 100 nodes. We consider three different ways to generate the
background subgraph: Erdo¨s-Renyi with parameter p = 0.1, Erdo¨s-Renyi with
parameter p = 0.2 and Barabasi-Albert with parameter equal to 10. Weights of
the background graphs are randomly generated in interval [0, 0.5]. Then 50 edges
are randomly added (with weights randomly generated in interval [0, 0.5]).
Based on this approach, we generate two different sets of synthetic networks,
called Synthetic1 and Synthetic2. Synthetic1 is generated as described above,
while in Synthetic2 noise is added to modify the synthetic networks. In this
latter case, noise is added by varying 5% and 10% of node relations. Pairs of
nodes are chosen randomly: if they belong to the same clique, the weight of the
edge connecting them is changed to a random value in the interval [0, 0.5]; else
and edge connecting them is (possibly) added (if not already in the network)
and weight is randomly assigned a value in the interval [0.8, 1].
Outcome. Tables 1 reports F1-score2 as a measure of a test’s accuracy to
detect the ground-truth subgraph by taking into account precision and recall of
the test to compute the score. The F1-score takes value between 0 and 1, where
the value 1 is obtained when the detected subgraphs exactly correspond to the
ground-truth subgraphs.
We apply an approach similar to [27] to compare the sets of subgraphs de-
tected by the IWDS to the planted ground-truth by using the F1[t/d] measure
as the average F1-score of the best-matching ground-truth subgraph to each de-
tected subgraph (truth to detected) and F1[d/t] measure as the average F1-score
of the best-matching detected subgraph to each ground-truth subgraph (detected
to truth). Table 1 shows that for the noiseless Synthetic1 IWDS is able to find
the ground-truth subgraphs for all three different values of α, averaged over 300
examples.
2 Following [27], each ground-truth subgraph and each detected subgraph are com-
pared based on their nodes, hence we compute the F1-scores by determining which
ground-truth subgraph corresponds to which detected subgraph.
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Table 1 shows performance of IWDS on the Synthetic2 datasets using noise
0.05 and 0.10, averaged over 90 examples. For noise 0.05, IWDS outputs solutions
that are very close to the ground-truth subgraphs for all three different values
of α. With the increasing of noise to 0.10 the algorithm performance is slightly
worse, but still remains close to optimal solutions.
Table 1. Performance of IWDS: (on the left) performance on synthetic1 for k = 5,
varying α from 0.05 to 0.25, averaged over 300 examples; (on the right) performance of
IWDS on synthetic2 for k = 5, varying α from 0.05 to 0.25, averaged over 90 examples.
α = 0.05 α = 0.1 α = 0.25
F1[t/d] 1.00 1.00 1.00
F1[d/t] 1.00 1.00 1.00
Noise α = 0.05 α = 0.1 α = 0.25
0.05 F1[t/d] 0.99 1.00 1.00
F1[d/t] 0.99 0.99 0.99
0.10 F1[t/d] 0.98 0.97 1.00
F1[d/t] 0.96 0.96 0.97
5.2 Dual Networks
We now evaluate IWDS on three following real-world dual network datasets:
Datasets. G-graphA. The G-graphA dataset is derived from the GoWalla
social network where users share their locations (expressed as GPS coordinates)
by checking-in into the web-site [8]. Each node represents a user and each edge
link two friends into the network. We obtained the physical network by con-
sidering friendship relation on the social network. We calculated the conceptual
network by considering the distance among users. Then we run the first step
of our algorithm and we obtained the alignment graph G-graphA, containing
2241339 interactions and 9878 nodes (we set δ=4). In this case a DCS represents
set of friends that share some near locations of check-ins, i.e. communities of
related users.
DBLP-graphA. The DBLP-graphA dataset is a computer science bibliogra-
phy represents interaction between the authors. Nodes represent authors and
edges represent connections between two authors if they publish at least one
paper together. Each edge in the physical network connect two authors that
co-authored at least a paper. Edges in the conceptual network represent the
similarity of research interest of the authors calculated on the basis of all their
publications. After running the first step of the algorithm (using δ=4), we ob-
tained an alignment graph DBLP-graphA dataset containing 553699 interactions
and 18954 nodes. In this case a DCS represents a set of co-authors that share
some strong common research interests and the use of DNs is mandatory, since
physical network shows only co-authors that may not have many common inter-
ests and the conceptual network represents authors with common interest that
may not be co-authors.
HS-graphA. The HS-graphA dataset is a biological data and is taken from the
STRING database [25]. Each node represents a protein, and each edge takes into
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account the reliability of the interaction. We use two networks for modelling the
database: a conceptual network representing such reliability value; and a phys-
ical network storing the binary interactions. The HS-graphA dataset contains
5879727 interactions and 19354 nodes (we set δ=4).
Table 2. Properties of the Alignment Graphs obtained for each dataset.
Graph Representation Nodes Edges density
DBLP-graphA co-authorship 18954 553699 0.0026
G-graphA Social 9878 2241339 0.0448
HS-graphA Protein Interactions 19354 5879727 0.0313
Outcome. For these large size datasets, we set the value of k to 20, following
the approach in [10]. Table 3 reports the time, total density and distance returned
by IWDS for three different values of α. As shown in Table 3, by increasing the
value of α from 0.05 to 0.25, IWDS (except of one case, HS-graphA with α = 0.1)
returns solutions that are denser, but with lower distance, hence these solutions
consist of subgraphs with more overlapping. Table 3 shows also how the running
time of IWDS is influenced by the size of the network and by the value of α. The
running time is affected not only by the number of nodes of the network, but also
by their density. DBLP-graphA and HS-graph-A have almost the same number
of nodes, but HS-graph-A is much more denser than DBLP-graphA. IWDS for
the former network is considerably slower than for DBLP-graphA (1.986 slower
for α = 0.05, 6.218 slower for α = 0.25). The running time of IWDS increases
as α increases. This is due to the fact that, by increasing the value of α, less
nodes are removed by Case 1 and Case 2 of IWDS, hence in iterations of IWDS
V-Greedy is applied to larger subgraphs.
Table 3. Performance of IWDS on real-world network for k = 20, varying α from 0.05
to 0.25. For each network, we report the size of the network (number of vertices |V |
and edges |E|), the running time in minutes, the density and the distance.
set |V | |E| α = 0.05 α = 0.1 α = 0.25
Time 89.84 98.72 184.87
G-graphA 9878 2241339 Density 2863.99 4000.73 6345.67
Distance 275.82 257.84 220.16
Time 105.69 125.71 165.25
DBLP-graphA 18954 553699 Density 39.61 52.39 74.12
Distance 307.72 231.25 213.04
Time 209.88 749.06 1027.58
HS-graphA 19354 5879727 Density 1326.07 1153.68 1799.22
Distance 226.40 212.34 205.55
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6 Conclusion
DNs are used to model two kinds of relationships among objects in the same
scenario. A DN is a pair of networks that have the same set of nodes. One network
has unweighted edges (physical network), while the second one has weighted
edges (conceptual network). In this contribution, we introduced an approach
that first integrates a physical and a conceptual network into an alignment graph.
Then, we applied the Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS problem to the alignment
graph to find k dense connected subgraphs. These subgraphs represent some
subsets of nodes that are strongly related in the conceptual network and that
are connected in the physical one. We presented a heuristic, called IWDS, for
Weighted-Top-k-Overlapping DCS and an experimental evaluation of IWDS. We
first presented as a proof-of-concept the ability of our algorithm to retrieve known
densest subgraphs in synthetic networks. Then we tested the approach on some
real networks which demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Future work
will regard a possible high performance implementation of the approach and
the application of the IWDS algorithm to some other scenarios (e.g. financial or
marketing datasets).
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